12.15 Registration & buffet lunch

12.40-13.00 Mark Haggard “Handling middle ear effects (e.g. pressure) when assessing conductive & cochlear hearing loss”

13.00-13.20 Sami Alsindi “Where two become one? The role of the SOC in binaural pitch perception.”

13.20-13.40 Roy Patterson “Using the lower limit of pitch to locate perception activity in auditory cortex”

13.40-14.00 Shihab Shamma “Segregation of speech responses in auditory cortex”

14.00-14.25 Tea


14.45-15.05 Benedikt Zoefel “Modulating speech processing with current stimulation”

15.05-15.25 Matt Davis “Neural prediction error distinguishes perception and misperception of speech”

15.25-15.45 Olivier Macherey “Effects of polarity in CIs: what implications for performance?”

15.45-16.10 Tea


16.30-16.50 Francois Guérit “Order effects with anodic and cathodic stimulation in cochlear implant listeners”

16.50-17.10 Alan Archer-Boyd “CI listeners’ use of level cues to segregate talkers, and how level perception is affected by AGCs and head movements.”

17.10-17.30 Debi Vickers “Objective measures of between- and within-channel discrimination by cochlear implant users”